Assemblying instruction

MILLENNIUM

1 Place support under centre of table and remove all items from inside.
2 Secure legs to cabinet with bolts you will find inside the table. For Mod. Hobby see reverse.
3 NOTE: Insert the handles on rods only after that rods and bearing are fixed in position
Assemble the Playing Rods.
With the top closed insert all the playing rods in their correct positions as shown in picture on reverse.
Standard Rods (Solid):
Are secured by two sets of nylon bearings, comprising of two outer female halves, and two inner male halves. Fit
the outer female halves from the outside of the table to the inner male halves using the 19mm cross-head screws
provided.
Telescopic Rods.
Are secured by two sets of nylon bearings, The handle bearings are the same as the standard rods. The opposite
end is secured by a single outer (female) part and a single inner (male) part that is attached to the inner rod end.
The small rubber ring goes inside the closed bearing
Note: When the telescopic rods are fitted correctly the outer must slide freely over the inner. If tightness is
experienced, take inner rod out. Some few strokes with a piece of rolled glass paper trough the nylon bearing
which is fitted in the end of outer rod will normally remedy the problem.
4 Fit the two score recorders to the top end plates of the table noting that their colour corresponds to the
goalkeeper. On mod. Hobby the score counters are already in position
Models with Ball bearings:
Solid: all bearings are in three pieces; put 1 big half, female, with bearings on the outside of table and the other
half (in two male pieces) from the inside.
Telescopic: from the side of the handles 8 bearings are open (same as above), on the other side there is 1 half
closed female bearing that goes in the outside and two male pieces for the inside. The small rubber ring goes
inside the closed bearing
WARNING: If you use an electric screw driver please set the speed on a middle level to avoid the breaking of the plastic
insert

Assembling rods

SOLID RODS

TELESCOPIC RODS

NOTE: Insert handles on rods strongly even with the help of an hammer to avoid problem during games

Install the coin mech

Mount in position the metal plate that
covers and protects the ball

Coin mech is ready to install.
Insert the mech in his hole
(right side of the ball exit ).
The hook of the mech needs to
be placed in position like
showed in picture in order to be
able to release the ball.
To allow free play take off the
springs of the internal ball release
system and take off the
metal weigh-door by unscrewing
the bolts.

Instruction for Top Cover Models
In order to insert the rods you need to take off the top cover glass.
1 Lean the table on one side (the opposite of the ball lift rail) and fix the legs with his bolts
2 With the table on his legs take off one of the upper parts of the cabinet (in plastic or wood) where the score
counters are fixed. Depending from model proceed as follows:
Coin mech models:
Open the cabinet with the key fixed in one of the hole of the bearing, the upper part of the cabinet stays in open
position with the wood bracket that is inside the table. Insert one hand from the inside of the cabinet and
unscrew the little bolts that keep the upper part in position.
Family models (without mech)
Insert one hand from the bottom of the cabinet and unscrew the bolts that keep the upper parts in position

UPPER PARTS

3 Take off the glass from one side, the glass will slide horizontally on his rail
4 Proceed to insert the rods from point 3 of the attached instruction
5 Put the glass and the upper parts back in position tiding well the bolts

